Encoder Type

Use Video Codec for
Compression:

For actively changing
regions

Moving images are encoded
using a video codec. Still images
will be submitted as either J PEG
or RLE.
For more details click here.

Do not use video codec

For the entire s creen

A mixture of JPEG and RLE will
be used to transfer the content
of the screen, including moving
images. Not using a video codec
may result in better scalability.
For more details click here.

The entirety of the screen will
be encoded and transferred
with a video codec. This is
currently either H.264 or H.265.
RLE will be used for text (where
detected). For more details click
here.

Optimize for 3 D
graphics workload

Further optimizes the encoding
for 3D graphics workload.
Disables text detection and
makes changes to the encoder
mode under the hood.
Enabling this setting without
configuring the "Use Video
Codec for Compression" (or
setting it to "Use when
preferred"), will automatically
result in video codec being used
for the entire screen.

Vis ual Quality

Vis ual Quality

Setting the "Visual Quality" to
High, Medium or Low
determines the JPEG quality
level.

Setting the "Visual Quality" to
High, Medium or Low
determines the JPEG quality
level of static images.

Low

Always lossless

Bu ild to lossless

High

Medium

Use hardware
encoding for video
codec

Always lossless

High / Med ium / Low

Build to lossless

Enabling "Allow visually lossless"
(YUV444) compression will
disable the client hardware
acceleration (hardware
decoding) and therefore H.265
encoding (if configured
elsewhere).

Enables the encoding of the
video content on the VDAs
graphics adapter.

GPU encoding

Requires a compatible graphics
adapter.

Preferred color dep th
for simple graphics

VDA

Allow vis ually lossless
co mpression

Low

YUV420

Medium

Configuring either "Build to
lossless" or "Always lossless" can
only be set in conjunction with
"Allow visually lossless
compression" which will result
in a YUV444 encoding. For more
click here.

YUV444

GPU encoding

YUV420

High

Setting the "Visual Quality" to
High, Medium or Low will result
in a YUV420 encoding,
otherwise there is no difference
in these three options.

Setting it to "Build to lossless"
will result in a High JPEG quality
sharpened to a lossless RLE
quality while "Always Lossless"
will encode the whole content
with lossless RLE.

Setting it to "Build to lossless"
will result in a videocodec
(H.264 YUV420) used for ALL
content which is then sharpened
to a lossless RLE once settled.

Bu ild to lossless

Vis ual Quality

Sets the color depth of static
content, both RLE and J PEG.
Does not have an effect on
moving images. Lower values
reduce bandwidth at the
expense of image quality.

Use hardware
encoding for video
codec

Enables the encoding of the
video content on the VDAs
graphics adapter.

Requires a compatible graphics
adapter.

Target Frame Rate
24bit

16bit

8bit

Specifies the maximum number
of frames per second that are
sent from the
virtual desktop to the user
device.

Extra Color
Compression

Enables extra color compression
on JPEG content. For more
details click here.

Target minimum
frame rate
Target Frame Rate
This setting specifies the
minimum frame rate per second
the system attempts to
maintain, for dynamic images,
under low bandwidth
conditions.

Specifies the maximum number
of frames per second that are
sent from the
virtual desktop to the user
device.

Target minimum
frame rate

This setting specifies the
minimum frame rate per second
the system attempts to
maintain, for dynamic images,
under low bandwidth
conditions.

Moving Image
Compression

This setting specifies whether or
not Adaptive Display is enabled.
Adaptive Display automatically
adjusts the image quality of
videos and transitional slides in
slide shows based on available
bandwidth. This setting only
applies if the endpoint is not
capable of video codec is not
used.

Transport Type
HDX Adaptive
Transport

When set to Preferred, data
transport over EDT is used as
primary and fallback to TCP.
When set to off, TCP will be
used exclusively .
Setting it to Diagnostic Mode,
EDT will be used exclusively.
For more details click here.

Preferred (1. UDP / 2. TCP)

Off (TCP)

GPU decoding

Workspace App Settings
Hardware
Acceleration for
grap hics

Workspace
App

Applies to Citrix Workspace App
for Windows only. For
Workspace App for Linux check
the this article.
Enables the decoding H.264
content on the clients graphics
adapter. It therefore requires a
hardware graphics adapter
capable of H.264 decoding.
Hardware decoding is only
available for YUV420 content.

H265 Decoding for
grap hics

Enables H.265 encoding instead
of H.264.
To use the H.265 encoding, the
following requirements have to
be met:
-Server hardware capable of
H.265 hardware encoding.
-Use hardware encoding for
video codec = Enabled
-Client hardware capable of
H.265 hardware decoding.
-Hardware Acceleration for
graphics = Enabled
-YUV420 (enabling YUV444 will
result in H.264 YUV444 decoded on the clients CPU).

Diagnostic Mode (U DP )

